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Challenges &
Struggles



looking out for different ways to
engage 
would like to improve engagement
with stakeholders
new ways of reporting in a more
engaging manner
unique ways to engage 
keeping people engaged throughout
the report
making evaluation results engaging,
easy to understand and actionable 
make our reports more engaging to
read
finding innovative ways to engage



how to make data exciting/interesting
interest in data 
ways of making results look
interesting 
lack of interest in reading

presenting data in accessible and
understandable formats
creating a shared excitement,
understanding re: evaluation and
getting youth involved 
making complex ideas easier to
understand



ensuring that results are summarized
in a meaningful and accessible format
for a range of community members
presenting data in accessible and
understandable formats
lack of accessible information
ensuring data is accessible/
approachable for young people and
youth workers to use to reflect on and
use for continuous improvement
making meaningful deductions from
data
moving beyond bar graphs and still
provided something meaningful



everyone is very busy
stakeholders are very busy and often
do not have time to review lengthy
documents etc.

time pressures given covid and need
to be accountable
finding time for active & engaging
dissemination rather than just
"getting it out"
having the time it takes to put
together reports that convey our
program’s impact; 



A claim.



We can create
engaging,
interesting,
understandable,
accessible, and
meaningful
reports...



...without
spending tons
of extra time
reporting.











But First, 
a story. 





Old Half





New Half





Touching the Brain







I thought we were
going to learn about
reporting, he's just
talking about
museums...















What is the
purpose of a
report?



Inform
Engage
Inspire

Three Words



Inform
Engage
Inspire



Delivering
Information





If you don't
know the
questions,
answers are
irrelevant.



Inform
Engage
Inspire



Activating
Curiosity



Follow
you
down
the
rabbit
hole





But in order to
engage, people
have to care.

At least a little.



Inform
Engage
Inspire







Not a
Hierarchy

Inform, Engage, Inspire























So which one
of those was
the report?



Inform
Styles



Downloadable PDF



Magazine Style



Consistent Formatting



Single Webpage Scroll



Wide Format (slidedoc)



Engage
Styles



Featured Images



Infographics



Videos



Cartoons



Memes



Inspire 
Styles



People Stories



Data Parties



Graphic Facilitation



Webinar Discussions



But How?





Think Magazine!



Canva



Adobe Spark



Power Point



Practice!
diydatadesign.com


